




1-1 2 EA      1,299.00       2,598.00CAPTION COMPANIONS

2-1 1 EA      1,039.20       1,039.20CAPTION COMPANION @ 20% DISCOUNT 
($259.80)

3-1 1 EA       -259.80           0.00 CANCELED20% DISCOUNT

      3,637.20   Sub-total 
        302.02   Est. tax 

 Total Requisition Amount:       3,939.22

FOR STUDENT SERVICES

CAPTIONING COMPANION AGREEMENT FOR STUDENT SERVICES

BU Acct Fd Org Prog Sub Proj Amount
GENFD 4500 12 FL.VS.SEAP 63900 00000 570B          3,637.20

Purchases Charged to Catagorical Programs, Grants or Special Project.

Program Name:  SEAP
Project Grant:  570B
Program Director:  MOLLY SENECAL
Program Goal:  STUDENT SERVICES

Requisition

Supplier: CLASS ACT ALLIANCE INC 0000028207
5050 LAGUNA BLVD STE 112-322
ELK GROVE CA 95758
United States

Phone: (916) 759-4594
email: classactinterpreting@ymail.com

Ship To: RECEIVING
10 COLLEGE PARKWAY
FOLSOM CA 95630-6798

Business Unit: GENFD OPEN
Req ID: Date Page
0001042814 04/18/2023 1
Requisition Name:
CLASS ACT ALLIANCE, INC.
Requester
Molly Senecal
Requester Signature

Buyer: Brenda Haney
Approved:  
Entered By: PK 18-APR-2023

Line-Schd Description Quantity UOM Price Extended Amt Due Date

Approval Signature Approval Signature Approval Signature



From: Senecal, Molly
To: Hernandez Alfaro, Karla
Cc: Kravchuk, Alina
Subject: Fw: FLC Quote X 3 Caption Companions
Date: Tuesday, April 18, 2023 3:10:02 PM
Attachments: FLC Caption Companion Agreement.docx
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Outlook-pyy4lzye.png

Hi Karla, 

Can you put this OLR in? 

Let's use this budget string: 
2023 GENFD 4500 12 FL.VS.SEAP 63900 00000 570B

This is a priority since we are up against budget deadlines so let's get this in today.

Thanks!

Molly Senecal, Ed.D. | Dean of Student Success, Title IX Officer | She/Her/Hers
Folsom Lake College | 10 College Parkway | Folsom, CA  95630
p. 916.608.6688 |  SenecaM@flc.losrios.edu |  www.flc.losrios.edu
Have Immediate Questions? Join the Welcome Center Drop-In Chat

Together we stand in solidarity with our Black community, our students, staff, and faculty
at FLC, to fight against systemic inequity, injustice, and racism.

From: Estomo, Sharisse <EstomoS@flc.losrios.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2023 2:33 PM
To: Senecal, Molly <SenecaM@flc.losrios.edu>; Kravchuk, Alina <KravchA@flc.losrios.edu>
Subject: Fw: FLC Quote X 3 Caption Companions
 
Dear Molly and Alina,

Here is the quote for three Caption Companion device sets.  The third set has been offered
with a 20% discount.  Class Act Alliance, Inc., is an existing vendor in the system.

Let me know if you need help with the OLR today. 

Kind regards,

Sharisse

mailto:SenecaM@flc.losrios.edu
mailto:HernanK@flc.losrios.edu
mailto:KravchA@flc.losrios.edu
https://ex.losrios.edu/owa/redir.aspx?SURL=Ci_B_v5zTA3__jpYuJVOQ4U99kzzbWLWCzziI0bH1ZWZb5GMUF3SCG0AYQBpAGwAdABvADoAaABhAHIAcgBlAGwAawBAAGYAbABjAC4AbABvAHMAcgBpAG8AcwAuAGUAZAB1AA..&URL=mailto%3aharrelk%40flc.losrios.edu
https://flc.losrios.edu/
https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/95325047245
https://calendly.com/flc_molly
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To: Folsom Lake College

DSPS (FL1-108) 

Attn: Sharisse Estomo

10 College Parkway

Folsom, CA  95630



I, Sharisse Estomo, am authorized to receive, sign for, and purchase two Caption Companions for Folsom Lake College. I agree to the terms herin and that FLC has five (5) business days to test out the two (2) Caption Companions for our current student body. I agree, that if the devices do not fit our current captioning needs, that I’ll return to Class Act the two (2) devices in the condition that they were received. If after the five (5) day trial, FLC decides to keep the two (2) devices, I agree to send Class Act a check for $1299 x 2 devices within 10 days. 



Disclaimer of Liability 

This disclaimer of liability applies to any damages or injury caused by any failure of performance, error, omission, interruption, deletion, defect, delay of operation or transmission, computer virus, communication line failure, theft or destruction, or unauthorized access to, alteration of, or use of record, whether for breach of contract, tortious behavior, negligence, or under any other cause of action. Customer specifically acknowledges that Class Act Alliance, Inc. is not liable for any defamatory, offensive, or illegal conduct of customers or third parties and that the risk of injury from the foregoing rests entirely with customers. 



Neither Class Act Alliance, Inc. nor any of its agents, affiliates or providers shall be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages arising out of the use of service or inability to gain access to or use the service or out of any breach of any warranty. Customer hereby acknowledges that the provisions of this section shall apply to all content of the service.



Signature_______________________________________________________



Date: __________________________________________________________



USPS Tracking number: 92055901755477300107226579
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From: Blair Sherwood <classactinterpreting@ymail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2023 1:16 PM
To: Estomo, Sharisse <EstomoS@flc.losrios.edu>
Subject: Fw: FLC Quote X 3 Caption Companions
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Los Rios. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. To mark the message as SPAM, right click the message, select
“Junk” , and then select “Block Sender”.

Here you are Sharisse! We’re preparing the third device and it should ship out this week. 

Caption Companion: $1299 each

(2) Caption Companions 
X $1299
_______________
$2598

(1) Caption Companion @ 20% discount 
&1299
($259.80)
___________

$1039.20

(3) Caption Companions
Grand Total: $3637.20

Enjoy the Day!!!

Blair Sherwood 
Class Act Alliance, Inc. (Deaf & Hard of Hearing Referal Services)
(916)-759-4594
5050 Laguna Blvd. Ste. 112-322
Elk Grove, CA 95758
http://classactinterpreting.com/

Begin forwarded message:

On Saturday, April 1, 2023, 5:25 PM, Blair Sherwood <classactinterpreting@ymail.com> wrote:

Good day Sharisse! Your 2 devices are on the way. You will notice we have two
styles of cases for the devices so that's why the ones included in the shipment look
different from each other. But both devices are identical in every other way. Please

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=http%3a%2f%2fclassactinterpreting.com%2f&c=E,1,j8s6Pq4ytqfPpHi_NMOd9DarvtpdYPw-pLjDN0yf1b96CVkcASiX7rXQDIk8LSX4i8CQjfbtRxk8WNVQ4j6vVi0pcR_EhQRnisTPDUSl&typo=1


print and sign the agreement. I created a word doc just in case you needed to add or
remove your names as authorized agent of FLC. The tracking number is included on
the doc. Let us know when they arrive and I'll connect you with our tech guru
Mathew. Set up and use is fairly simple as the Caption Companion is designed and
set up for captions only. We look forward to getting feedback from the students
needing the service. Have a great week!

NOTICE: Class Act is still experiencing aftermath of covid and are short staffed.
Your patience is appreciated and so your communications will be taken care of in the
order received. 

Thank you and Enjoy the Day! 

Blair Sherwood
(916) 759-4594

Class Act Alliance,Inc. (A Deaf & Hard of Hearing Referral Service) 
http://classactinterpreting.com/

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication with its contents and/or
attachments may contain confidential and/or privileged information. It is solely for
the use of the intended recipient(s). Unauthorized interception, review, use or
disclosure is prohibited and without consent. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the communication.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that at no time is consent or authorization given to
use any network monitoring or discovery software, or technology, existing or in
future development, to determine the transmission origin, architecture, or extract
information about usage or users. No consent or authorization is given for use of
any robot, spider, other automatic device, or manual process to monitor or copy
posters or users ISP address, or transmissions without poster's prior written
permission. This expressly supersedes and nullifies any previous or existing
agreements to the contrary. All rights reserved. No waivers expressed or implied.

On Thursday, March 30, 2023 at 12:44:59 PM PDT, Estomo, Sharisse
<estomos@flc.losrios.edu> wrote:

Thank you, Blair.  The college will be closed tomorrow in observance of Cesar
Chavez Day, but mail should still be on-going.  Also, if it happens to be easier, I live
in Elk Grove and I don't mind coordinating pick up for tomorrow or Monday.

Kind regards,

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=http%3a%2f%2fclassactinterpreting.com%2f&c=E,1,FLH2g5lrmm7xBs3s9sg67gAKn5YngqiFIAL9_stWlEHnvS_pZ6XWzq0UBEtzBq43L5hH0dgB9KHprMe0fol1z_yNT5xfV1zlIbtou3NddD9SZy0,&typo=1


Sharisse

From: Blair Sherwood <classactinterpreting@ymail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 30, 2023 12:30 PM
To: Estomo, Sharisse <EstomoS@flc.losrios.edu>
Subject: Re: FLC captioning on-demand service inquiry
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Los Rios. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. To mark the message as SPAM, right
click the message, select “Junk” , and then select “Block Sender”.

As are we! Yes we have two devices for FLC. I’m hoping to get them to you before end of
day Fri/tmrw so it’s ready for classes Monday 

Enjoy the Day!!!

Blair Sherwood 
Class Act Alliance, Inc. (Deaf & Hard of Hearing Referal Services)
(916)-759-4594
5050 Laguna Blvd. Ste. 112-322
Elk Grove, CA 95758
http://classactinterpreting.com/

On Thursday, March 30, 2023, 10:28 AM, Estomo, Sharisse
<EstomoS@flc.losrios.edu> wrote:

Dear Blair,

Thank you for checking!  We are excited to try them out.

Kind regards,

Sharisse

From: Blair Sherwood <classactinterpreting@ymail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 30, 2023 10:12 AM
To: Estomo, Sharisse <EstomoS@flc.losrios.edu>
Subject: Re: FLC captioning on-demand service inquiry
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Los Rios. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. To mark
the message as SPAM, right click the message, select “Junk” , and then select
“Block Sender”.

Hi Sharisse...sorry for the late response it's been busy :-). Yes I believe
we have several outfitted but let me check in to confirm we have at least
two for FLC. 

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=http%3a%2f%2fclassactinterpreting.com%2f&c=E,1,JWb5O-9wUWFcnLqN6g_zab5P2LAJgUJ5UoxygKbB0zQsXanYL5rrp6Eu1TLhbA0YmUvBHxq0uRlgLqlj-cUChXOsEQtfDdwx8i6KJjlwJyc,&typo=1


NOTICE: Class Act is still experiencing aftermath of covid and are
short staffed. Your patience is appreciated and so your communications
will be taken care of in the order received. 

Thank you and Enjoy the Day! 

Blair Sherwood
(916) 759-4594

Class Act Alliance,Inc. (A Deaf & Hard of Hearing Referral Service) 
http://classactinterpreting.com/

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication with its
contents and/or attachments may contain confidential and/or
privileged information. It is solely for the use of the intended
recipient(s). Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure is
prohibited and without consent. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the communication.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that at no time is consent or
authorization given to use any network monitoring or discovery
software, or technology, existing or in future development, to determine
the transmission origin, architecture, or extract information about usage
or users. No consent or authorization is given for use of any robot,
spider, other automatic device, or manual process to monitor or copy
posters or users ISP address, or transmissions without poster's prior
written permission. This expressly supersedes and nullifies any previous
or existing agreements to the contrary. All rights reserved. No waivers
expressed or implied.

On Tuesday, March 28, 2023 at 04:54:12 PM PDT, Estomo, Sharisse
<estomos@flc.losrios.edu> wrote:

Dear Blair,

Good afternoon!  I hope you are staying safe and dry on this rainy
day.  Thank you so much for the details.  Would it be possible for us
to try out two devices for one week?  If they end up being a good fit, I
envision that we would buy multiple sets to have on hand.  We have
two people identified for the trial.  Let me know if you need any
additional information from FLC in order to move forward.

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=http%3a%2f%2fclassactinterpreting.com%2f&c=E,1,NS5lFVDszRAUlmI7Dfsgsfussah0vi2QBPihfE4ZzWB70ouz3937yUPBzfGyl7IQU01ocJaK3OPTu6lEAMwVCNtRBiFogu-Fsrz5Jb8e5AWt1EYFxjlL&typo=1


Our address:

Folsom Lake College
DSPS (FL1-108) 
Attn: Sharisse Estomo
10 College Parkway
Folsom, CA  95630

Many thanks,

Sharisse

From: Blair Sherwood <classactinterpreting@ymail.com>
Sent: Monday, March 27, 2023 1:44 PM
To: Estomo, Sharisse <EstomoS@flc.losrios.edu>
Subject: Re: FLC captioning on-demand service inquiry
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Los Rios. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. To mark
the message as SPAM, right click the message, select “Junk” , and then select
“Block Sender”.

Good day Sharisse!

Sorry for the delayed response. We just started the business plan and
modeling for the device approx three months ago. Class Act has exciting
news for it's customers that need on-site captioning...but cannot find service
providers over the last 4-6 years and especially during and after covid. The
availability of in-person CART services in the greater Sacramento areas
seems to have evaporated. It became frustrating to have many of our
contracts request this service and only be able to offer a remote solution via a
live captioner. Unfortunately, the greatest needs happen to be within our
class rooms. Our colleges and k-12's are not getting their needs met...and so
the Caption Companion was our version of "Answer". This device can save
our customers thousands upon thousands of dollars a year on CART services
in general. Yes, there are instances whereas a live captioner is a must...but
we've found more instances whereas the Caption Companion is a perfect fit.

We've partnered with experts in the field of not only CART captioning and
ASL professionals but those that also have the technical savvy to integrate
the necessary hardware and software that builds our vision of a professional
grade, on-demand captioning device...directly to the end user. Each device
goes through a rigorous overhaul in order to bring the end user a simple,
straightforward, and streamlined captioning experience that just does not
exist today.

Class Act is offering FLC use of the Caption Companion for a full week...at no
charge. If after one week you do not feel it's a good fit for your current
captioning needs...then we'll schedule a day to pick up the device. We feel
this would be a win win for all parties. Class Act will get to beta test the
Caption Companion to determine if additional support services may be
needed down the road. FLC benefits from 100% technical support at no cost.



Let us know if you're interested in trying out the Caption Companion and we'll
a device delivered at your convenience. Best wishes!

The Caption Companion
PRODUCT

NAME Caption Companion

OVERVIEW

This is a portable 8" tablet with good battery life
that offers unlimited accurate auto-captioning out
of the box with no account, no signup, no
subscription, and no internet connection required.
Custom words are supported. It includes a
Bluetooth lapel mic for higher accuracy and more
flexibility. (Additional accessories can be
purchased separately such as custom adapters for
direct audio input from external sources like PA
systems or FM systems, custom HDMI cable for
displaying captions on larger screens, external
battery pack/power bank, etc.) The tablet can also
be used in a more stationary manner such as at a
desk. It comes with a custom audio cable that
plugs into the computer allowing it to auto-
caption any and all audio coming from the
computer (meetings, calls, videos, podcasts, etc).
as well as captioning anyone speaking in the
physical vicinity of the workstation desk.

SECURITY
& PRIVACY

Security and privacy are paramount. The device
works fully offline and does not require an
internet connection. No subscription, login, or
user account is required. No user data is collected.
Captioned text is automatically deleted from the
device after 24 hours by default but can be
manually deleted anytime before that. (Maximum
retention option is 3 days. Transcript export
option can be enabled if part of approved
accommodation.) Access to the tablet's settings
ships password protected to prevent connecting
to WiFi. Optional lock screen can be set up using
face recognition, PIN, pattern, or password.
Supervisors/Coordinators/IT Personnel can be
given full access to settings as needed.

WARRANTY 1 year

BATTERY

In general, the tablet can get through one full day
of heavy use without being plugged in, then just
needs to be charged every night. The Bluetooth
mic can last several days on standby but only 6
hours of active use. Battery percentages for both



LIFE are always displayed on-screen. One of the
accessories is a portable battery pack with a belt
clip that can extend the mic's battery life 3 or 4
times. (You can also use the tablet to charge the
mic on-the-go.)

REPAIRS
Any of the accessories can be replaced at-cost.
Physical repairs may not be possible but software
repairs can be done.

BASE DEVICE
MICROPHONE

Samsung Galaxy Tab SM-T220
ZealSound S618 Bluetooth Lapel/Lavalier
SmartMic

Bluetooth lapel mic specifications:
Operating Range: Approx. 50 feet
Working Time: Approx. 6 hrs
Charge Time: Approx. 1hr
Charging Interface: USB Type C
Polar Pattern: Omnidirectional
Size: 2.64 × 0.6 × 0.6in (6.7 × 1.5 × 1.5cm)
Weight: 0.5oz (14g)
Interface: 3.5mm jack (TRS + TRRS modes)
Bluetooth 5.0: A2DP, HFP, SWISS
Full band audio at 48kHz
Audio Sensitivity: 25dB

Included Accessories:    
Tablet device
Screen protector (tempered glass)
Charge cable    
Power brick    
Bluetooth lapel mic+case



Kickstand case
Custom 3-ft TRS→
TRRS cable (can plug into tablet or BT mic)
USB-C OTG adapter (to plug in accessories or charge mic with tablet)
Y-splitter
Lanyard

Thank you and Enjoy the Day! 

Blair Sherwood
(916) 759-4594

Class Act Alliance,Inc. (A Deaf & Hard of Hearing Referral Service) 
http://classactinterpreting.com/

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication with its
contents and/or attachments may contain confidential and/or
privileged information. It is solely for the use of the intended
recipient(s). Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure is
prohibited and without consent. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the communication.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that at no time is consent or
authorization given to use any network monitoring or discovery
software, or technology, existing or in future development, to determine
the transmission origin, architecture, or extract information about usage
or users. No consent or authorization is given for use of any robot,

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=http%3a%2f%2fclassactinterpreting.com%2f&c=E,1,UAHes-YZjItdPIMDy-RzwY7ctlBBhu869oj3XnCwq_ztaK27gz6vr6uOKEn_FWhE03kfhX1fu-8k-KGbOkKKoTj4OuiNBWVtJnXv0aeCWg,,&typo=1


spider, other automatic device, or manual process to monitor or copy
posters or users ISP address, or transmissions without poster's prior
written permission. This expressly supersedes and nullifies any previous
or existing agreements to the contrary. All rights reserved. No waivers
expressed or implied.

On Thursday, March 23, 2023 at 05:29:34 PM PDT, Estomo, Sharisse
<estomos@flc.losrios.edu> wrote:

Hi Blair,

Our dean is wondering what is the name of the device (and model
number if applicable)?

Thank you,

Sharisse

From: Estomo, Sharisse <EstomoS@flc.losrios.edu>
Sent: Thursday, March 23, 2023 5:14 PM
To: Blair Sherwood <classactinterpreting@ymail.com>
Subject: Re: FLC captioning on-demand service inquiry
 
Dear Blair,

Thank you for the detailed information on the new device!  I shared
the information with our program director and dean, as well as the
student needing immediate support.  I am hoping to get back to you
soon with FLC's decision.  

Kind regards,

Sharisse

From: Blair Sherwood <classactinterpreting@ymail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 22, 2023 6:40 PM
To: Estomo, Sharisse <EstomoS@flc.losrios.edu>
Subject: FLC captioning on-demand service inquiry
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Los Rios. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. To mark
the message as SPAM, right click the message, select “Junk” , and then select
“Block Sender”.

Good day Sharisse,



We're still working on fancier product details but here's what we have right
now. We're very excited about this new device for "on-demand and "on the
go" captioning. Let me know what you think and if you want to try it out :-)

In essence it's a portable 8" device  (much smaller than most tablets) with
good battery life that offers unlimited accurate auto-captioning out of the box
with no account, no signup, no subscription, and no internet connection
required. Custom words are supported. It includes a Bluetooth lapel mic for
higher accuracy when the person speaking is not right next to the tablet.
(Additional accessories can be purchased separately such as custom
adapters for direct audio input from external sources like PA systems or FM
systems, and a custom HDMI cable for displaying captions on larger
screens.) The tablet can also be used in a more stationary manner such as at
an employee's desk. It can be connected to the computer so that it auto-
captions any and all audio coming out of the computer (meetings, calls,
videos, podcasts, etc).

The cost of the device is $1299. As you can see...you'll almost spend this
in 1 week of services and within 2 weeks it's completely paid for itself.
Unlike ASL, the captioning industry is moving totally into the remote



space as technology advances. Today, we're seeing hourly rates of cart
providers as high as $150-$200 per hour and we have recognized this is
not sustainable. If you'e interested and would like a demo or just have
questions or concerns feel free to contact me and we'll set up a
conference call with the developer. 

1 WEEK in-person CART services

9 hours x $90 hr = $810

CHEM 305 2.5HR                                    NUTRI 300 2 HR MIN                         
  CHEM 305 2.5HR                               NUTRI 300 2 HR MIN        

18 hours x $90 hr = $1620
CHEM 305 2.5HR                                    NUTRI 300 2 HR MIN                         
  CHEM 305 2.5HR                               NUTRI 300 2 HR MIN

Thank you and Enjoy the Day! 

Blair Sherwood
(916) 759-4594

Class Act Alliance,Inc. (A Deaf & Hard of Hearing Referral Service)
http://classactinterpreting.com/

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication with its
contents and/or attachments may contain confidential and/or
privileged information. It is solely for the use of the intended
recipient(s). Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure is
prohibited and without consent. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the communication.

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=http%3a%2f%2fclassactinterpreting.com%2f&c=E,1,ujVFM8dqmCxO629FnRXxEzaxdiJ6nO5Fz3keToPYKDFKf9jWRsHnUjCk9nZYMYrFDG2rk4ndjceXmDi4MmJDphszqS1NZjfHSYZ3sRNDBjZlMQ,,&typo=1


NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that at no time is consent or
authorization given to use any network monitoring or discovery
software, or technology, existing or in future development, to determine
the transmission origin, architecture, or extract information about usage
or users. No consent or authorization is given for use of any robot,
spider, other automatic device, or manual process to monitor or copy
posters or users ISP address, or transmissions without poster's prior
written permission. This expressly supersedes and nullifies any previous
or existing agreements to the contrary. All rights reserved. No waivers
expressed or implied.


